“Road Map” to Improving Enrollment in Cardiac Rehabilitation: Identifying Barriers and Evaluating Alternatives
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Comprehensive cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is a multifaceted intervention associated with reductions in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality after acute myocardial infarction, percutaneous coronary intervention, and coronary artery bypass grafting.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) The association of CR with favorable outcomes has persisted in contemporary practice despite significant pharmacological and procedural advances in cardiovascular care.\(^4\)

Although evidence-based medications are routinely prescribed after acute myocardial infarction and/or revascularization (97.5% of patients are discharged on aspirin), CR utilization remains low. In the United States, fewer than 60% of patients are referred to CR after acute myocardial infarction and percutaneous coronary intervention, and for every 3 patients referred, just 1 enrolls into a CR program.\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\) Taken together, only 20% of patients undergo any amount of CR within the first year of an index coronary event.

Given the low utilization of CR despite its benefits, the Million Hearts Cardiac Rehabilitation Collaborative was formed in 2015 and a “road map” was developed to increase participation in CR from 20% to 70% by 2022. It is estimated that an improvement in CR participation to this degree would translate to \(\approx 25,000\) fewer deaths and \(\approx 180,000\) fewer hospitalizations each year.\(^7\) The Collaborative has identified 3 key areas—CR referral, enrollment, and adherence—that warrant increased attention in order to identify and overcome barriers to the stated CR participation goal.

Past studies have assessed individual-level, hospital-level, and regional factors that influence patterns of CR referral and participation.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^6\) The data suggest that younger age, white ethnicity, male sex, higher individual socioeconomic status, and geographical location outside of the South are associated with increased rates of CR participation.\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^8\) In this issue of \textit{JAH}, Bachmann et al, investigate neighborhood socioeconomic status as a predictor of CR utilization in a largely underserved population.\(^9\) Of the 4096 participants hospitalized with a CR-qualifying condition for whom complete data were available, only 8% attended at least 1 CR session. The SCCS (Southern Community Cohort Study) neighborhood deprivation index—a previously established census tract-level score—was utilized to provide a quantifiable estimate of socioeconomic status at the community level.\(^10\) The SCCS neighborhood deprivation index score strongly associated with CR participation: With each quintile increase in neighborhood deprivation (representing lower neighborhood socioeconomic status), the odds of participating in CR decreased by 15%. In the SCCS data set, individuals’ incomes are stratified into 1 of 3 levels, a limitation that could lead modeling algorithms to emphasize the significance of the neighborhood score relative to individual-level data. Nevertheless, the score’s association was robust to adjustment for individual-level characteristics, such as demographics, medical history, educational attainment, and even individual socioeconomic status and distance to the nearest CR center, suggesting that neighborhood socioeconomic status is an independent predictor of CR participation. Can the SCCS neighborhood deprivation index score be used to target public health interventions to underserved communities at high cardiovascular risk, thereby improving CR participation in these populations and narrowing the national gap in CR utilization? Certainly, the results of this study both enable and compel further research to understand and address the contextual socioeconomic barriers to CR.

As with the Million Hearts Cardiac Rehabilitation Collaborative, most initiatives to address the CR paradox—vast underutilization despite demonstrated benefit—have focused on increasing participation in CR. It should be noted, however, that CR programs in the United States currently lack capacity to accommodate a national enrollment rate of 70% as well as improved CR adherence. Furthermore, achieving 70% CR participation still leaves 30% of the population—perhaps concentrated in lower socioeconomic areas—unaccounted for with respect to evidenced-based approaches for
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rehabilitation following acute coronary care. These and other considerations have spurred efforts to develop “alternatives” to CR, including home-based rehabilitation programs, and hybrid approaches using mobile technologies for remote health monitoring.\(^1\)\(^1\)

In the current issue of JAH A, Salmoirago-Blotcher et al, provide data from an exploratory clinical trial assessing tai chi in coronary artery disease patients who declined to enroll in CR.\(^1\)\(^2\)

Pointing to tai chi’s safety profile, and to the perception that it may be more facile and appealing than CR for many individuals, the researchers posit tai chi as a complementary and/or alternative approach to CR. Whereas roughly half of all 106 eligible subjects did not participate because of lack of interest, 29 ultimately started the intervention and were randomized to tai chi within a CR facility twice-weekly for 12 weeks (LITE) or 3 times weekly for 12 weeks with an extended taper (PLUS). Additional instructions for 3-times weekly home tai chi were provided for both groups. Each participant underwent stress testing at the start of the study and wore a home accelerometer to ascertain baseline and follow-up levels of activity. The primary feasibility, acceptability, and safety outcomes were achieved: 95% of participants gave the program a favorable rating, and there was 90% retention at 9 months, with 55% of enrollees attending at least 70% of classes. No significant adverse events were attributed to tai chi.

Although incorporating tai chi in lieu of CR appears feasible, acceptable (to at least some decliners of CR), and safe, its efficacy for reducing cardiovascular morbidity and mortality after a coronary event remains in question. The researchers have conducted past trials of up to 100 heart failure patients engaging in tai chi versus usual care and shown equivocal results with respect to 6-minute walk test and VO\(_2\) max.\(^1\)\(^3\),\(^1\)\(^4\)

However, it is worth restating that CR is a comprehensive intervention that includes exercise training, diet and weight management, education on cardiovascular risk reduction, and psychosocial counseling to reduce stress, with the noted benefits of CR likely arising from any or all of these components. It is quite possible that interventions like tai chi influence cardiovascular outcomes through mechanisms other than physical activity and fitness—namely, breathing and relaxation exercises that reduce stress. A recent study linked perceived stress to amygdala activation, and increased cardiovascular inflammation, whereas a separate study showed that enhanced stress management training in the context of traditional CR was associated with more-favorable outcomes.\(^1\)\(^5\),\(^1\)\(^6\)

Ultimately, it may become possible to attribute the benefits of CR to its different components, and it may be prudent to prescribe the particular component (or equivalent alternative) most needed and/or preferred by each patient, especially for those unable or unwilling to participate in a comprehensive CR program.

CR remains a powerful, yet underutilized, tool in the management of post–myocardial infarction and post–percutaneous coronary intervention patients. Bachmann et al, add existing literature on the barriers to CR engagement by showing the deprivation experienced by those in areas of low socioeconomic status and its association with lower CR participation. Salmoirago-Blotcher et al explore an alternative to cardiac rehabilitation that addresses barriers at the individual level (eg, negative sentiment toward exercise) and at the systems level (eg, permitting CR-like activity outside of designated CR facilities) and may improve access to care across socioeconomic strata. Ongoing efforts to understand and address the barriers to CR through novel and, perhaps, alternative solutions will be important on the “road to increased participation” in rehabilitative services after a coronary event, with the ultimate goal of reducing disparities in care and improving secondary cardiovascular prevention.
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